
The aEB group is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year, having been established in Italy in 1963.  
The group specialises in the processing and treatment of wine and other beverages. aEB africa,  

their local subsidiary, is simultaneously celebrating 25 years of serving Southern africa.
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AEB
celebrates half a century

AEB Africa sales 
and manage ment 
team: (from left to 
right): Philip Jordaan 

(sales consultant), 
Claudio Pantano  

(sales consultant),  
, hadi Sai (operations 

manager), Nick 
Carkeek (sales 

consultant, oenologist 
and lab technician) and  

Jürgen Kummer 
(financial manager).

AEB Africa  t 021 551 2700  w www.aebafrica.co.za

t his South African office is the only branch 
in Africa and currently serves more than 25 

countries across the continent. Wine is the main focus, 
contributing to 80% of their business. It is an industry 
for which they import, manufacture and distribute 
enzymes, yeasts, stabilisers, filter aids and detergents.
Further to its success in the wine industry, the group 

has, over the years, expanded its services to the beer, fruit 
juice, cider and sugar industries. Olive oil is also a new 
focus area and AEB Africa recently started supplying 
enzymes that facilitate better extraction of the oil.

In a chat with AEB Africa operations manager, Hadi 
Sai, he explains that their aim is to be the producers’ 
technological partner, assisting them step by step. “We discuss the 
clients’ specific needs with them and then tailor a solution to suit 
these requirements; it takes years to build relationships with cli-
ents and we focus on long-term results,” he says.

AEB Africa has significantly changed and upgraded their Cape 
Town factory over the last three years. “This was one of our main 
projects over the last couple of years and we are very proud of the 
revamped factory. Some products are imported from Italy and 
France, while the rest of our products are produced right here in 
Cape Town,” Hadi explains. As a result of these upgrades, they 
have also been accredited with ISO 9001 and are in the process 
of HACCP certification.

One of the added services offered by AEB Africa is that of an 
analysis laboratory, where samples can be examined by qualified 
winemaker, Nick Carkeek. Specific tests can thus be performed 
on the premises and in this way, precise solutions can be found. 
These tests focus mainly on protein and tartaric stabilisation.

The first wine trials started in about 2010 with some of South 
Africa’s biggest wineries and according to Hadi, both parties are 
extremely pleased with the preliminary results.

AEB is one of the main suppliers of specific 
enzymes in the wine industry and Hadi explains 
that by incorporating biotechno logy, they aim 
to go further every year, developing at least two 
new yeasts, enzymes and other products annu-
ally.

In an effort to help their clients go ‘green’, 
AEB now offers an organic range of products, 
which are certified by the EcoCert Group. This 
range includes yeasts, clarifiers, enzymes, malo-
lactic bacteria, stabilisers and filtration aids.

Aside from processing and treatment prod-
ucts, AEB also offers select equipment, such as 
the StabiMatic for tartaric stabilisation. Hadi 
explains that this machine can accurately adjust 
the pH of a wine and it is becoming a popular 
tool for South African winemakers.

Complete technical assistance on the equipment is offered and 
Hadi explains that even though Nick can service these machines, 
trained technicians from Italy are also available for further servic-
ing. These Italian winemakers also routinely visit local customers, 
monitoring the processes and providing additional technological 
information.

“The winemaking products and equipment are complementary 
to each other and the idea is that these should be used side by 
side,” Hadi says. He explains that although the decision lies with 
the customer, equipment from AEB will just work better when 
used with AEB products – “it is AEB Africa’s commitment to 
assist customers in optimising economic efficiency, while achiev-
ing quality improvement of the finished product,” he says.

The AEB Group operates on a large scale – covering five con-
tinents – and consists of 15 associated and controlled companies. 
However, AEB Africa, with its headquarters in South Africa, will 
always remain an important focus area for the group. Hadi 
explains, “Looking at the future, we want to continue our growth 
in South Africa – we want to be there for everyone, to become a 
technological partner to both small and big wineries.”  w
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The AEB Africa team.

AEB Africa’s revamped factory.
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